SCANNING PRICE LIST

Ellen Fountain

Basic (auto) dust/scratch removal, contrast/color adjustment and
sharpening/focus are included. These prices do not include
individual analysis of every photo or advanced restoration processes
that are unique to each photo.

SLIDES, NEGATIVES, FILM
35mm slides or film
medium/large format transparencies (up to 8x10)
film negatives (up to 8x10)
PHOTOGRAPHS, LETTERS and PAPER DOCUMENTS
Photos (up to 11x17)
Letters and other flat paper documents up to 11x17
OVERSIZE FLAT DOCUMENTS and PHOTOS
These are scanned or digitally photographed in sections and pieced together digitally. (a document that took 4 scans or photos would cost $2.40
for example)
UNIQUE ITEMS
These are scanned as a whole page; back pages are scanned if they contain
writing or other information important to the document
Scrapbooks and Photo Albums up to 11x17 ..................................................
Small books, diaries, etc. ..............................................................................
Old (heavy) photos (daguereotypes, tintypes, etc.) up to 11x17 ..................
Oversize items in this general category .........................................................
These are scanned in sections and pieced together digitally or they are digitally photographed depending on the item.

80 cents each

80 cents each

60 cents per scan or photo

$2.00 per page
$1.00 per page
$3.00 each
$2.00 per scan or photo

Notes:
Scans are done actual size at 300dpi for most work, and saved in .TIFF (lossless) format. This will allow them
to be satisfactorily printed at their same original size.
Writing files to standard DVD media is included. If client wants the files written to archival gold DVD or CD
media, that cost is $4.00 per disc.
Printing is available at an extra charge; price depends on the paper chosen, and quantity of prints. See page two
for standard printing prices on standard matte or glossy photo print paper.
Digital photo restoration is billed at $30 per hour. I cannot give an estimate for digital photo restoration without
seeing the actual photo.

Ellen Fountain

STANDARD PHOTO PRINTING PRICE LIST
Standard photo printing is done on standard weight matte or semigloss photo paper with a 1/4 inch border all around the image.

		

SIZE

PRICE

		

3.5x5

$0.20

		

4x6

$0.20

		

5x7

$1.00

Wallets(4)

$1.00

		

8x10

$3.00

		

8x12

$3.00

		

11x14

$10.00

		

12x18

$11.00

		

16x20

$18.00

Quantity Discounts
		
		
		
		

1-24		
25-499		
500-999
1000 +		

$0.20
$0.15
$0.12
$0.08

Printing on alternative papers is available by quote only. Special papers are priced by the square inch of image
area printed.

